
HOW TO WRITE A TWITTER BIO ABOUT YOURSELF

That being said, writing a creative Twitter bio is easier said than done. Follow these tips to write clever and creative
Twitter bios for yourself.

Be promotional Hello Fresh Promote your business in your Twitter bio! That would be kind of weird. This
mean you can link out here and also use a pinned tweet to get as many eyes on your high-priority stuff as
possible. Yes bit is fun and different. Think of this like an elevator pitch within an elevator pitch. The reason
people use these is they are trying to set themselves apart from the pack with a little individuality. Buffer does
a lot right when it comes to social media and their Twitter bio is no exception. Have also learned that people
will pay for what I know. The tool will help you optimize and grow your online presence! Use hashtags
sparingly There is an art to using hashtags on Twitter. What we recommend doing is going back and pruning
some of your recent images and videos whatever is showing below your bio. I figure any bio with the word
Oyj in it has got to be great. This will help potential followers learn more about you quickly. Sharing causes
and movements that your business supports is a great way to demonstrate who you are as a brand. Determined
dreamer. You can probably knock off most of it in twenty minutes. Use Keywords Including keywords in your
Twitter bio is absolutely necessary. But they are also funny in their own strange way. But this strategy is also
useful for companies who run accounts in multiple languages. Bonus: Unlock 25 inspiring social media bio
templates to create your own in seconds and stand out from the crowd. And maybe some chocolate. Whatever
your brand personality is, be sure to show it in your Twitter bio. I just wear glasses. She's based in Charleston,
SC, and when she's not working you'll find her at brunch or hanging out with her son. Also the Dr. Work
backwards from your core values step 2 to find keywords ideas to include in your bio. As I scoured the
Twitterverse for the most clever bios, I also found some pretty bad ones, too! Staying on brand helps you to
stay true to your brand voice, and lets new followers know the authentic you. This means even if you have the
best Twitter bio of all time, a bad profile picture will cancel it out. Check out how AlaskaAir incorporated the
airplane emoji naturally into their Twitter bio: 6. Take advantage of this. Tweet your customer support with
any issues? Include Any Accomplishments If there are any accomplishments you can claim you should
include them in your bio. This will help you fast track the relationship building process with potential
followers. Check out what this might look like from our own Twitter account SproutSocial : By including
affiliated accounts with our Twitter bio, we are able to provide an optimal engagement experience for our
audience. Sign up to have social media resources sent to your inbox every week.


